Year 7

Please complete all three tasks

Task 3

Find a toy or teddy from home and draw it using either pencils or colouring pencils. Draw this on an A4 page. This must take you at least 30 minutes to complete.

Task 4

Draw 3 textures.

The textures you might want to draw may include wood, metal, concrete, brick, fur..... Complete this on an A4 page using pencils, you must take at least 40 minutes to complete this.

A drawing of a piece of wood which has many textures

TASK 5

Watch ‘How to draw continuous tone’ on YouTube

Draw two shapes using continuous tone. You have the choice to draw the shapes that the tutor on the video draws or you can choose your own shapes to draw. Please include the tonal bar at the top of the page. Use pencil and A4 page.
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The Formal Elements

Task 2

Draw this bear fur. Try to re create the texture of the soft fur.

Look closely at this repeated pattern and re create this in the box. You can use a pencil to draw out the pattern and colouring pencils to fill in the squares. Use a ruler.
The Formal Elements

Task 1

Draw the tree bark in the box. Make sure to include the many different tones and textures that the tree bark has.

Draw the smashed glass. Make sure to include the many different tones and reflections that the glass has.